Ideal for those who teach high school Business/Marketing elective courses and at CTE-oriented career academies, Marketing Essentials is a great introduction to marketing. Correlated to the latest national marketing standards, Marketing Essentials recently added topics including the decline of print newspapers and growth of online advertising, social media marketing, privacy and identity protection, and Web analytics. The engaging program incorporates academic content and research-based reading strategies throughout the text while meeting Perkins standards for academic rigor, relevancy, and relationships.

The Teacher Wraparound Edition features lesson plans with discussion prompts and activities, graphic organizers with answer keys, extension and enrichment activities, and questions to guide students to key concepts.

KEY UPDATES
- New cover and images throughout
- Classroom compatible with previous edition
- Academic standards have been removed from the Student Edition; correlations to national content and academic standards are provided in the Teacher Course Resources in ConnectED

DIGITAL PLATFORM FEATURES
- Interactive and searchable ebook
- McGraw-Hill eAssessment test generator
- Teacher Answer Keys
- Personalized instructional resources
- Mobile capability with Internet access

CORE COMPONENTS
- Print Student Edition
- Online Student Edition (5 & 1-year subscriptions)
- Print and Online Student Edition Bundles (5 & 1-year subscriptions)
- Print Teacher Edition
- Online Teacher Center with digital resources (5 & 1-year subscriptions)
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